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IronPythonStubs

Autocompletion

me
after dark



you want to learn (+) python
why ?



nodes are not enough



make your own tools



python is awesome



1  Understand the difference between python and ironpython

2  Develop a basic understanding of how python works within dynamo

3  Understand the default template and other boilerplate code commonly used

4  Learn how to better understand and troubleshoot dynamo python code

learning objectives
obligatory slide



in other words...



intro to python
act 1



intro to python node
act 2

Python Script
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work through 3 examples
act 3



intro to python
act 1



what is python?

open-source, interpreted, general-purpose, object-oriented, high-level, dynamically-typed, programming language



what is python?

open-source, interpreted, general-purpose, object-oriented, high-level, dynamically-typed, programming language

proprietary    compiled     domain-specific       functional       low-level     statically-typednot



what is ironpython?
and why does that matter



what is ironpython?
and why does that matter

short answer

An implementation of the python language specification created by microsoft, written in C#.

The C# implementation allows it to use the Common Language Runtime (clr) to talk directly to other .NET applications and libraries.

This language interoperability has made Ironpython a popular embedded-scripting-language .



writing ironpython code











dynamo atom vscodesublime

type

language

syntax-highlighting

autocompletion

plugins

builtin editor

ironpython

yes - fixed

kind of

-

external, general purpose editor

any language

yes - many options to chose from

yes - IronpythonStubs

hell yes



executing code
source code   >>>   interpreter   >>>   output

source code interpreter

output>>> >>>



executing code
interpreter   >>>   output

output>>>

interpreter



>>>
interactive interpreter



try it out
ipy.exe or ironpython shell



printing
now that you know, you can forget about it. 
thanks dynamo



commenting
use comments to write helpful notes about your code
to your self, and others



basic data types
type()



integer + floats
aka. numbers



strings
aka. text



booleans
true or false



none
don’t worry about it



list
containers for stuff: numbers, strings, etc, and yes, other lists
lists are defined using square brackets [ ] [:



dictionary
key-value pairs, like... well, a dictionary
dictionaries are defined using curly brackets { } }:



expressions
combination of values and operators that can be 
evaluated down to a single value



statements
everything else. often associated with an action



statements
conditional statements

ps: white space matters



statements
for loops



functions
named blocks of code that performs an action.
can receive arguments
can return values



functions
named blocks of code that performs an action.
can receive arguments
can return values



methods
functions that are defined and stored within 
an object or data type



classes
recipes for objects or custom data types



imports
load additional functionality into your code
* importing modules within Dynamo requires additional code - see handout



intro to python node
act 2



dynamo python node
python script node

Python Script

IN[0] OUT+ -stuff goes in  >>>

code lives inside

v

>>>  stuff comes out



>>>
dynamo-0-inputs-outputs.dyn



dynamo python node
python script node

Python Script

IN[0] OUT+ -



dynamo python node
python script node



dynamo python node
python script from string



dynamo python node
python script from string (external file)



dynamo import code
understanding the boiler plate code





imports the

Common Language Runtime

module.

clr has a AddReference()

that can be used to 

load .NET dll references.



clr.AddReference() 

must be used to enable 

libraries that are not 

native python libraries.

using this clr method,

we can add a reference to

‘ProtoGeometry’

The actual library is stored here:

“C:\Program Files\Dynamo\Dyna-

mo Core\1.3\ProtoCore.dll”



Other commonly

used references are



Once ‘ProtoGeometry’ 

has been added, 

we load things

from the 

DesignScript library



Once ‘ProtoGeometry’ 

has been added, 

we load things

from the 

DesignScript library

PS:

from x import *

ಠ_ಠ





Full template

* see handout



hands on exercises
act 3



exercise #1
order points sample by distance to origin



origin

(0, 0)

(3, 2)

(3, 4)

(1, 1)d1

d2

(6, 4)

(0, 3)

(4, 0)

(5, 1)

origin = [0,0]

points = [ [5, 1], [6, 4], [3, 4], [1, 1], [4, 0], [0, 3], [3, 2]]



origin

(0, 0)

d1

d2

d=4.00

origin = [0,0]

points = [ [5, 1], [6, 4], [3, 4], [1, 1], [4, 0], [0, 3], [3, 2]]

(4, 0)



d=
1.0

0

origin

(0, 0)

(1, 1)

d2

origin = [0,0]

points = [ [5, 1], [6, 4], [3, 4], [1, 1], [4, 0], [0, 3], [3, 2]]



origin

(0, 0)

d1

d2

origin = [0,0]

d=
5.

00

points = [ [5, 1], [6, 4], [3, 4], [1, 1], [4, 0], [0, 3], [3, 2]]

(3, 4)



d=
1.0

0

d=
5.

00

origin

(0, 0)

d1d1

(1, 1)

points = [ [5, 1], [6, 4], [3, 4], [1, 1], [4, 0], [0, 3], [3, 2]]

d=4.00

(4, 0)

d=4.00d=1.00d=5.00

(3, 4)



points = [ [5, 1], [6, 4], [3, 4], [1, 1], [4, 0], [0, 3], [3, 2]]

[1.00, [1,1]] [4.00, [4,0]][5.00, [3,4]]append dist:

d=
5.

00

(3, 4)

origin

(0, 0)

d1d1

d=
1.0

0

(1, 1)

d=4.00

(4, 0)

d=4.00d=1.00d=5.00



points = [ [5, 1], [6, 4], [3, 4], [1, 1], [4, 0], [0, 3], [3, 2]]

[1.00, [1,1]] [4.00, [4,0]][5.00, [3,4]]append dist:

d=
5.

00

(3, 4)

origin

(0, 0)

d1d1

d=
1.0

0

(1, 1)

d=4.00

(4, 0)

d=4.00d=1.00d=5.00

[1.00, [1,1]], [4.00, [4,1]], [5.00, [3,4]] sorted ( )



>>>
example-dynamo-1-sort_points.dyn



exercise #2
validate sheet naming pattern



A-1-1000
letter digit 4 digits



A-1-1000
letter digit 4 digits



A-1-1000

\D - \d - \d{4}

pat = ‘\d-\d-\d{4}

letter

letter

digit

digit

dash

dash

dash

dash

4 digits

4 digits

regular expressions
import re



>>>
Sample.rvt + example-dynamo-2-sheet-number.dyn



exercise #3
check for mirrored doors and set parameter



find mirrored door elements
the issue

LH RH LH + MIRROR



selecting all doors
step 1

LH RH LH + MIRROR



step 2



add parameter to mirrored doors
step 3



>>>
Sample.rvt + example-dynamo-3-door-mirrored.dyn



misc + tips



dir()
prints methods and attributes



__doc__
shows docstring of class or function



Transaction
misc



UnwrapElement( )
misc



UnwrapElement( )
misc

Revit API Element Revit API Element

Dynamo-Generated 

Revit Element (Wrapped)

UnwrapElement() is function and is always available. It can be called on single elements or lists

UnwrapElement(obj)
>>>



ToRevitType( )
misc

Dynamo Geometry Revit API Geometry

* ToRevitType() method has to be manually imported

import clr

clr.AddReference(“RevitNodes”)

import Revit

# Import ToProtoType, ToRevitType geometry conversion 

extension methods

clr.ImportExtensions(Revit.GeometryConversion)

obj.ToRevitType() *
>>>



ToProtoType( )
misc

Revit API Geometry Dynamo Geometry

* ToDSType() must also method has to be manually imported

Furthermore, this method receives a boolean (True or False) 

to indicate whether the element is “Revit-owned” or not.

# If element WAS CREATED in script, use False (non-Revit-owned)

# If element was NOT CREATED in script, use True (Revit-owned)

obj.ToDSType(bool) *
>>>



RevitLookUp
misc



RevitPythonWrapper
misc



closing



remember
as you learn, there are only 4 things you need to remember



read the manual
skim through; revisit later

docs.python.org

ironpython.net

dynamo wiki + forum

revit api docs



use an interactive interpreter
the interpreter allows you to explorer the language interactively



use revitpythonshell + lookup
let’s you explore revit objects, understand the internal data structures and relationships



leverage communities
stackoverflow, github, dynamobim.org, etc



thank you


